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AS CHRISTIANS
As Christians we must start looking inward — at ourselves
as individuals — and come to the realization that we each
must strive as hard as we would expect of other Christians!
The struggle our people face is indeed an uphill battle.
Through much of social media such as the mainstream
news, popular music, television and film, we are continuously shown that multiculturalism is a virtue – and how Whiteness is a “privilege” and somehow pathological. I point this
out in order to stress how influential social media is and
how White Americans must focus on exposing this “Hate
Whitey” propaganda for what it really is — lies! With social
networking tools as the internet we now, more than ever,
have a actual opportunity to achieve these goals using weblogs, forums, web sites, social media, video clips, and so on.
(If you can spend time on Facebook then you have time to
spread the word!)

ence of societal interactions ranging from the spread of innovations to the movement of political ideals. Activism!
Networking
Those with a defeatist attitude, and sadly there are many, are
best kept at arm’s length. It is important to remember that
being friends with someone and networking with someone
are two different things entirely! Networking is for the purpose of advancement of our movement. If an individual is
not useful in that aspect then focus your attention on those
who strive to be helpful! The number one rule to ALWAYS
follow is: if you meet someone that advocates any unlawful
activity then immediately sever ties with that person and
DO NOT associate with him or her!
Motivation and discipline
A movement is nothing more than a group of individuals
with the same idea fighting the same struggle! I cannot stress
to you enough the importance of the individual. It is far past
time that we take an honest look at our movement and figure out exactly where we are as a people and were it is we
would like to see ourselves in the future. I fight for the future of my children and grandchildren; I fight for the world
I would like to live in, though I may not live to see it! We
must start setting attainable goals and achieving them without fail! We must fight harder as individuals and stop making excuses for lack of effort! Many folks claim to be Christians however I watch as they allow everything to get in the
way and obstruct our movement. How can we effect change
and not be willing to fight as hard as our opponents? Let me
be clear fellow Christians: Victory will not be handed to us.
We will have
to take it!
Stand up! The
time is now!
Yahweh Bless
you all!

Without traditional activism such as protests, handing out
flyers, engaging other fed up White Americans, organizing
privately, or any other countless activities, don’t expect anything to change! A small group of people or just a single
person with a video camera can have a huge impact! Keep in
mind that although nothing may change because of a single
event, it is with activism that many small victories will be
noticed. By taking a stand in the real world and opposing
cultural Marxism, other Americans are waking up!

All around our nation and the globe, European peoples are
realizing that multiculturalism has failed to create inclusive
societies. The British, Greeks, Austrians, Swede, and others
are fed up with this experiment. Become a voice! Stand up!
Be the example for others to follow! Waiting for someone
else to do it for you will only help to delay success. Defeat is
never an option! As far as our struggle is concerned the
number of people is not as important as how far these activists are willing to go in order to obtain success! Studies by
scientists at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute show that if just
10 percent of the population holds an unshakable belief,
their belief will always be adopted by the majority of the so- Pastor Paul R.
ciety (Social Cognitive Networks Academic Research Center Mullet
SCNARC). The finding has implications on how the influTHE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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UNDER PUNISHMENT FROM GOD
THE WHITE NATIONS OF AMERICA, EUROPE, SOUTH AFRICA and AUSTRALIA
White peoples of planet Earth are losing more and more
freedoms. We are being persecuted more each day by those
who have infiltrated, dominated, subjugated and are now
exterminating us.

ment. We look here and we look there but we do not pick
up the mirror and look at ourselves.

We are being shaked, skewered and baked in the fire and the
end is not in sight, contrary to those who would tell you
otherwise. The enemy has only just begun their insidious
ways to destroy our progeny and us. They are persistent,
tenacious and totally focused on their plan of extermination
of the white peoples of the earth.

their next move to further dominate us.

duties clearly spelled out by our Father Yahweh God.

I was raised in the greatest steel town in the United States.
Steel mining and production is a basic industry, a core industry. Iron ore was bought to the mills from Minnesota,
Michigan and any number of other places in the United
States. Coal was bought from southern Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, converted into coke so that it would burn
hotter and was fed into the Bessemer and open-hearth fur-

When any of us speaks out against these maladies that afflict
us, we, more often than not, fight among ourselves as to
We have no one to blame but ourselves. We are wholly at
who is the more radical, who is the most extremist, who is
fault and we should not be sniveling to each other about our the flaming liberal, who is the furthest left or furthest right.
lot.
All the while our enemies are looking, laughing and making

There are differing opinions and great debate when our
punishment from our Father Yahweh God was beginning to
manifest. I suppose that one could point to the Babylonian
system that developed nearly 3,000 years ago. Or to the
founding of the Illuminati by Weishaupt in 1776. Or to the
This is not the rhetoric of paranoia or of vindictiveness but, banking dynasty of the Rothschild’s in the 1600’s still in exrather, a condemnation of our own white people for our
istence today. Or to the back door congressional vote in the
wicked and evil ways that have brought the judgment of
small hours of the morning that day in 1913 establishing the
God against us.
Federal Reserve Board. Or to the cause and effect of World
Other peoples have moved into our midst, they work in our War I in 1914. Or to the causes and effect of WWII in 1939.
businesses. They attend our churches. They are given special Or to Korea, Viet Nam and all the other skirmishes and
mischief that we have done around the world in the interests
dispensation by our laws. They rule over us and they cost
white people billions of dollars in taxes for support, entitle- of the International Bankers and Power Brokers.
ments, affirmative action, crime prevention and medical
I will arbitrarily pick a time and a series of events that was
costs. After enough of these strangers have been admitted
the turning point for our people from my perspective. I am
into our midst they then have a political voice. They, then, old enough to remember the times that were and was close
rule over us to the benefit of themselves.
enough to recent history to have received real truth from
Why are we under punishment from Father God? It is really those who were there. I was born and raised in the greatest
period of prosperity and peace that this great nation foundquite simple. While many have touched on any number of
reasons (some valid, some not) the crux of the issue is that ed by White Adamics has ever had. During this time the
United States was infiltrated and being subverted without
WHITE PEOPLE (whom I have repeatedly referred to in
our knowledge. It was since that time the educational texts
the past as ADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE
were changed and the truth of history was tainted to suit the
CHRISTIAN people) are GREEDY. We are ignorant and
wicked in our own right and we have failed to perform our new Marxism Communistic bent of the New World Order.
We cite statistic after statistic of those who commit crimes
at greater rates than ADAMICS. We look to other peoples
who commit atrocities against one another all over the
world. We look into the inner cities and wring our hands at
the filth, disease and violence that permeate that environTHE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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naces. It, then, was converted into molten steel and it was
poured, routed in its molten state through rolling mills,
sometimes for miles, where sheet stock, tube stock and bar
stock was formed. The molten dross was taken by train car
where it was poured, day after day, week after week, month
after month, until huge slag mountains were formed.

lars in Research and Development (R & D) to the Orient
for pennies on the dollar, all to bring short term profits to
the corporations resulting in bonuses for corporate executives who literally gave this technology away.
Today, you will not find hardly anyone in the United States
producing high volume consumer products. They are all being produced in the Orient or other third world countries.

The mills ran along the Monongahela and Allegheny rivers
for miles. Men worked hard in this industry and the United
States was the greatest industrial nation that ever existed on
the planet.

It has been the greed and avarice of our people that has
brought the judgment of Father Yahweh God upon us. That
is why our very own people thwart us at every turn, legislaIndustry was given tax concessions by the government, one tively, through law enforcement, in our schools and, espeof which was called depreciation. Now, depreciation was a cially in our churches. Father Yahweh God has blinded our
method by which industry could write off capital equipment own to TRUTH and he is using us against one another to
investments over a number of years.
punish us, as he always does for disobedience.
The intent was to give industry a tax break so that they
could reserve sufficient funds to replace outdated equipment
and facilities as they outlived their useful life. They either
wore out, became obsolete or otherwise lost their value as
time went on. Business managers were to set these saved tax
dollars as reserves to purchase new equipment as the old
equipment or facilities became obsolete or useless. However, these tax breaks were recorded on the bottom line as
profits for these corporations. The stocks of these corporations were highly coveted and considered “rock solid” for
years and years.

ADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE peoples discovered, designed, engineered and constructed every powered
vehicle that ever existed, giant structures housing thousands
of people, the highest flying, and fastest aircraft conceivable,
every method of extracting all useful material from the
earth, no matter how deep it was located. We have developed chemical processes and formulas that have produced
aluminum, plastics, fiber optics and composite materials of
every type.

Today, nearly all steel raw stock available in America comes
from the Orient and there are no longer any large steel producers in America. We sold our technology for nothing. Only the greedy business owners and managers profited while
the shareholders ran to safer investments.

ever lived on the planet. Even after we conquer our enemies
we rebuild their countries, re-establish their infrastructures
and provide financial aid until they are self-sufficient.

Our people found ways to reach to the stars, isolate submicroscopic viruses, re-attach severed limbs, look into the
As time went on, these “reserves” were used for day-to-day brain, and send oscillating vibrations in the form of radio,
operations and to enhance the corporate profits each finan- micro and telephonic waves around and under the earth. We
cial reporting period. So, when the time finally came to rehave invented the transistor, the television, the telephone,
place antiquated equipment and facilities the funds were not the laser, the calculator, the computer, high volume manuavailable to accomplish this. Corporate managers were
facturing techniques, the internet, and high-speed communiforced to go to the banks or float more stock, thereby dilut- cations.
ing shareholders equity in order to update or modernize
We have the ability to grow enough food to feed the world.
their facilities. They borrowed money and went into debt.
We share our technology with everyone. We send more aid
Ultimately, they sold their technology to Japan and Taiwan than all other people’ put together to those in need, regardfor pennies on the dollar as a last resort to bring the last
less of the color of their skin, or their religious or political
remnant of profit to the entity.
persuasion. We are the most benevolent people that have

Our enemies and other peoples of the Earth are masters at
murder, mayhem and killing, but we are the creators of mass
I was privy to this most outrageous practice in the high
destruction. We have been able to design weapons ever so
technology business. I was part and parcel to the export of deadly as to annihilate millions of people in an instant of
technology that cost our U.S. Corporations millions of dol- time. And if you don’t like that, we have even designed
THE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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weapons to painfully eliminate millions more by biological
and chemical methods. And if you don’t like that, we have
been known to use all of these weapons at one time or another, on other peoples and even our own people!

baseball player a few years ago had to undergo psychiatric
evaluation because he made remarks considered to be disparaging to other groups of people. Heretofore this has only
occurred in Communist countries in asylums, gulags and “re
We are under judgment by Father Yahweh God because we -education” camps. This baseball player is in the media day
after day under attack by our enemy and us, as their minhave forgotten his ways and his laws. Most ADAMIC
WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE people claim to be Christian ions, for his comments. That was only the beginning.
but are going their own ways. The Church-At-Large has
Television and radio advertisements are running each and
been infiltrated by the enemy and has us sitting quietly each every day to shame us if we have a belief or opinion about
week, sing a few hymns, patty cake, a not-too-controversial any other people, even when it is the truth. Our people are
sermon, pass the plate and we’ll see you next week!
not permitted to stand for anything of value or anything that
We are fatted calves who have allowed the strangers to take represents a credit to our race and heritage.
over our country while we are being devoured daily with
higher taxes, oppressive laws and made to feel ashamed of
our heritage, our Father Yahweh God, Jesus Christ and our
Christian belief. We are under attack by every person of color and every kind of task force that the enemy and their
minions can conjure up. Usury is eating up the economy and
the economic future of our children. We live in a total illusion of honesty, prosperity and well-being.

We, as a people, are allowed to be murdered, slandered, defamed and maimed by other peoples without one outrage
about Racism, Supremacist, Hate-Mongering, Bigotry or
Separatism. However, if anyone of color or a Jew is attacked, if a slur made or the TRUTH is revealed the cry of
the “wolf pack” is so loud, long and hard by the Jew controlled media and government we are persecuted and prosecuted. The media does this with impunity and the Jews have
instant worldwide access to this media, in every form.
ADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE peoples worldADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE peoples have virwide are having their God-given rights removed willy-nilly
by the globalists who would destroy us. We have opted for tually no access unless it is to espouse the Jew party line or
money and profits in every instance rather than high charac- that which is in favor with the enemy.
ter or moral standards.
This is by design. Our situation will not get better. We are
In many of our peoples’ countries it is a crime to deny that under judgment from Father Yahweh God for our disobedithe so-called Jewish holocaust ever happened. Yet, no one is ence. The tide is far too strong and we will undergo the fire
crying out for the 100+ millions of deaths of Christians who of testing. For the time is come that judgment must begin at
the house of God: and if it first begin at us, what shall the
perished at the hands of Bolshevism and Communism
end be of them that obey not the gospel of God? And if the
(synonymous terms: as well as ‘Jew’ is synonymous with
righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and the
both persuasions) since the Bolshevik Revolution in 1918.
sinner appear? The gospel of God includes all of the Old
Lenin and Stalin literally make Adolph Hitler look like a
choirboy by comparison. Do we hear anything about that? and New Covenants, particularly those related to our Redeemer, Jesus Christ, his laws and his constant railings
Only from the “inner, inner circles” of those in the know,
against our enemies, the Jews.
the rest of us are so blinded that it nearly defies imagination
if you did not know that Father Yahweh God has allowed
We, as a people, have no-where else to go. All the land mass
this to happen.
is spoken for. The notion that there will be an ADAMIC
WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE exclusive land by secession
We have allowed strangers into our midst that gives them
tacit permission to co-mingle with our race, thus losing our of states or portions of states is folly and a pipe dream. It
bloodline forever. We are not allowed to speak out against cannot happen. The law enforcers will not allow it to hapthis policy and laws are in place and more being defined to pen. They outnumber us, they outgun us and they have
prevent us from making any sort of remark about any peo- most of the population hating us. We, who hold the
TRUTH to be self-evident, are alone. We are but a particle
ples. Some are even proposing a control of our thoughts.
in a maelstrom. Yes, we know the beginning and we know
An ADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE professional the end if we stand in faith and on the TRUTH of Father
THE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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Yahweh God’s WORD.

We allow our government to implement globalist programs
Even though we migrate further and further into the wilder- such as GATT, NAFTA and the WTO to destroy ADAMness this will not protect us from his judgment. There are no IC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE labor, productivity and,
safe havens. Three generations of Marxist Jew propaganda ultimately, our nation.
in our schools, churches, media, communities and HollyWe allow our government, especially our President, under
wood have blinded nearly all of us. We, as a people, are obe- the control of Jew bankers and globalists to send our young
dient servants to the Jew and their minions, not to Father
men as soldiers wearing United Nations and NATO uniYahweh God. We can stand each in faith that Father Yahforms to die on foreign soil for despots, for corporate and
weh God will protect his Remnant and faithful servants.
International Banking profits.
Some say that there are but some 16 million to 20 million
Jews in the world today. Understand this, if you understand
nothing else. They, as a non-race, are much, much larger in
numbers than they would have you believe. When you consider the further mixing of these non-race Jews into the
ADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE peoples the number is in the hundred(s) of millions. While most of these
mixed blood Jews do not know who they are they have the
genetic disposition to be a natural enemy of we Adamic peoples wherever they are. They will dominate us wherever they
are because we will continue to allow it. We no longer have
a say in it.

We allowed our Jew controlled government to open the
floodgate of immigration that has destroyed the Christian
principles that made this country and every other

They, preponderantly, populate ADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE nations of the world unless they are involved in the finance or politics of other countries. You will
never see them in large numbers in the orient, in black Africa or in the native Indian populations. That is because they
are not concerned about these peoples except to put them at
odds or polarize them against our people.

We have allowed our Jew dominated medical industry to
drug us by the tens of millions. More than 20% of our children in school are on medication of one sort or another. We
are constantly looking for “instant fixes” for every malady
we suffer because we will not eat or care for ourselves
properly.

ADAMIC WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE nation great.
We have allowed our government to rule us with oppressive
laws, with lies and with subterfuge in passing laws to the
detriment of we as a people.
We have turned our backs and allow our government to permit abortion to the tune of two million murders each and
every year for more than ten years, a HOLOCAUST by any
definition.

We watch and believe the lies perpetrated every day by the
We are under judgment and ever increasing punishment be- Jew controlled media through television, radio and newspacause of these issues:
pers.
We failed to throw out the international bankers before they We are indentured servants to the bankers and our employtook root in our nation.
ers. Corporate executives are paid enormous salaries and,
even if they fail, they are able to move from corporation to
We allow the Federal Reserve Board to run our nation’s
corporation with ease while other corporate employees are
Treasury and banks.
so much fodder.
We allow the Jew influence to boycott our businesses and
publicly smear us and to silence whenever we expose them We “invest” in Stock Markets spending billions of dollars
each day. This is nothing more than legalized gambling since
for who they really are.
most do not understand the workings of this “bubble-soonWe allow our government to tax us into submission as each to-burst” farce.
tax bill sneaks by our Congress. They are either blinded, igOnce our government legislators leave their elected office
norant and corrupt elected officials.
they work for foreign and domestic corporate interests inWe allow our farms, ranches and farms to be taken from us fluencing congress to assure contracts and payouts for, ofbecause of the progressive income tax and the wiles of our ten, non-legitimate (pork barrel) programs.
bankers coercing unpayable debt.
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We allow in-your-face homosexuality to permeate our society while we look the other way or wink at it.

We wholesale destroy for pleasure and profit that which Father Yahweh God gave us dominion over; the buffalo, clear
cutting of forests, genetically altering our food, contaminating our waters and polluting our air.
We have allowed our government to feed us the lie that the
huge influx of drugs is unstoppable while they are the biggest drug runners in the world today.
We turn our backs on our youth, put them in day care, and
set them in front of every video game, TV set or computer
so we don’t have to give them any sense of place, any moral
values or ethics. We turn these fine attributes over to those
who teach relative humanism, situational ethics and Marxism to a greater degree here than they do in Russia.
Our children are being taught to embrace, not merely tolerate, other peoples in our midst. This always results in racemixing, an abomination to our Father Yahweh God.
Filth, vileness and seductive imagery exists everywhere in
our society poisoning the minds of our youth and adults glorifying ungodliness.
We are being mandated to inject toxic poisons into our bodies, believing the Jew controlled medical practitioners who
tell us that three dozen vaccines must be taken or our children cannot attend school or that our soldiers cannot wear a
uniform.
The list could go on and on and most of you are probably
able to cite many more reasons why we should be and are
being punished by Father Yahweh God for disobedience
and sin.
We are being punished and the enemy continually enlists the
ranks of those of us who are blinded by Father Yahweh
God to accomplish this punishment. We will not find like
mindedness among our own for we have been taught to be
our own enemies. While the Jews are the foundation and
purveyors of wickedness on the earth the ADAMIC
WHITE ARYAN ISRAELITE peoples are co-conspirators
and willing servants to them.
Unless and until there is absolute repentance of our people
by humbling ourselves, praying and turning from our wicked
ways as the entire population of Nineveh did we will not
stem the impending judgment, so sayeth Yahweh God!
THE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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Major Announcement:
Our people need a Christian Identity White Nationalist organization. Now, they will have one. The Divine Truth Ministries is proud to be announcing the formation of the Nation of True Israel.
The Council of our new organizational structure is being established:
Pastor Paul Mullet will be the Chairman of the Divine Truth Ministries/Nation of True Israel.
Charles Alsabrook will be the Communications Officer.
Billy Roper will be the Publications/Propaganda Officer.
Write or e-mail to find out more about how you can receive an application for membership!

PRESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
“Rock Stone Mountain Rally Scheduled For April 23rd”

battle flag and the various monuments to its heroes, have
grown from holding an originally more strictly regional significance, to representing the loyalties and aspirations of
Whites across our nation and around the world. Since the
more recent attacks on those symbols and that heritage have
begun to increase in vitriol, so have their popularity among
patriotic Whites who oppose thought control and politically
correct opinion enforcement.
In response, therefore, to the racially motivated attacks
on our people, our culture, our heritage, and their symbols,
White patriots from across the United States and around the
world will be gathering at Stone Mountain, Georgia, on the
morning of April 23rd, 2016. This peaceful, nonpartisan
gathering of like-minded concerned citizens will promote
the idea that Whites have a right to live, and without fear;
and to secure the existence of our people, and a future for
White children.
Over all, we have the right to declare as forcefully and
vocally as anyone from any other perspective that “White
Lives Matter”. We will do so, as long as the first amendment
continues to protect that right. We invite the press to join us
in documenting this event, and reporting on it. Further media inquiries and follow-up questions may be submitted to
Billy Roper, one of the event promoters and public relations
contacts, via e-mail at roper_billy@yahoo.com.
#rockstonemountain

In recent months the “Black Lives Matter” radicals have
made it clear that the interests of their own people are more
important to them than the interests of our nation as a
whole, or of the interests of law and order and the judicial
process, or indeed of the interests of any people within the
United States other than their own racial group. They have
staged mass protests, rallies, riots, and lootings in advancement of their racially driven cause.
All the while, violent and specifically targeted, racially motivated Black on White crimes, purposefully underreported
by the controlled mainstream media with its liberal antiWhite agenda, continue to grow, and the White body count
rises. Along with federal government programs, actions, and
inactions across the board concerning issues as diverse as
illegal immigration, the influx of dubiously designated
“refugees”, and affirmative action combined with overzealous political correctness, have collectively been committing
what is, according to the United Nations definition of the
term, the genocide of the founding White people of our nation.
If the replacement of Tibetans by Chinese is genocide,
then so is the replacement of persons of European ancestry
in our nation. Whether accomplished by bayonet or by ballot box, the effect is the same: the disenfranchisement and
cultural and genetic dissolution of the descendants of our
Founding Fathers, for whom they declared they were establishing this nation ‘to secure the blessings of liberty’, and
whom they just as specifically designated as the sole heirs of
the right of citizenship herein.
For decades the symbols of the Confederacy, such as the
THE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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Spread the Message
Divine Truth Ministries takes its inspiration from Joshua 24:15 “And if it seem evil unto you to serve the Lord,
choose you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods which your fathers served that were on the other side of
the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.”

Who We Are
Many folk, one faith.
We are a proud and honorable group of believers – bankers, musicians, social workers, teachers, public servants,
business owners, parents – united by our shared Christian Identity faith in the true loving God of our race.
For more information about us and our ministry please go to the contact us page and request your FREE information
packet and learn the Divine Truth about Christian Identity and our beloved Church.

Divine Truth Ministries
Bainbridge, OH 45612, USA
+1.740-626-0091

thedivinetruthministries@gmail.com

Join us every Saturday Night at 9:00pm EST. only on :
Please copy and paste the link for our Radio Show Page
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dtmradio

Your hosts each week: Pastor Paul Mullet and Billy Roper
Listen to the program LIVE, or catch up on past programs in the archives.
The Divine Truth Ministries Radio program, bringing you God’s word and political activism, every Saturday
night.

Don’t forget to ‘like’ the Divine Truth Ministries page on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/divinetruthministries/
THE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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Divine Truth Ministries Radio
Mission Statement
There are a number of internet radio programs delivering one version or another of the Christian Identity
message. And, there are several who do an excellent job
serving that very useful purpose. Likewise, there are a number of internet radio programs which present non-religious,
secular White Nationalist information about activism and
patriotic discussion which also have an important role to
play. This program is neither, or rather it is both.
The Divine Truth Ministries Radio program is a White
Nationalist and Christian Identity outreach for our people.
As such, it is for all of our people, not merely those who
think of themselves as Christian Identists. If this program
was just aimed at the Christian Identity community, and excluded all others, that would be just preaching to the choir.
That’s not our mission.
We believe that the White race represents God’s chosen
people. We believe that White people of European ancestry
are the descendants of the Biblical Israelites, and of Abraham, with whom God made a special covenant. We believe
that Adam and Jesus were both White. But even within the
Christian Identity community there are deep denominational
and factional disagreements over Single Seedline or Dual
Seedline, or whether to follow Old Testament dietary laws
and feast days, and what name to call God, and what day to
hold church. We may at times discuss those different issues,
but we won’t do so in a mean-spirited or exclusionary manner. Likewise, some of our listeners are Baptists, Methodists,
Lutherans, Catholics, Pentecostals, or any of a dozen other
Christian denominations which also have disagreements
with one another. Some may consider themselves to be agnostic, have other beliefs, or even feel that they are opposed
to what they think Christianity is. This program is for them,
too.
If you’re a White person who is interested in standing up
for your people, we think that you will find something of
interest in each of the Divine Truth Ministries radio shows,
regardless of your personal religious views. Think of this
program as a buffet of ideas from which you can take what
you find appetizing, and politely leave the rest behind. For
almost everyone, faith is a very personal thing. It’s often a
journey, with many twists and turns, and hills and valleys,
along the way. Everyone at some time or another has
THE DIVINE TRUTH #2

doubts. We all ask questions that seem difficult to answer.
We may even change our minds on some issues from time
to time, as we all learn and grow. There are many paths to
the Divine Truth. But the nature of our people is to be contentious and individualistic. Often that’s a good thing. However, continuing the buffet analogy, too many of our people
seem to feel that they have to spit in the food they don’t
like, or try to turn the buffet table over, instead of taking
what they like from it and leaving the rest for someone else.
Remember, someone who agrees with you on eighty percent
of the issues facing our race is not your twenty percent enemy. They are your eighty percent friend.
That’s why the Divine Truth Ministries radio program
will not exclude any White person who is respectful and non
-argumentative. Some shows may focus primarily, or even
nearly exclusively, on non-religious political and social issues
of concern to our racial struggle. Others may indeed discuss
religion, and faith. We may challenge some of your beliefs
about what you believe. We may challenge your beliefs
about what we believe. But we will always do so in a respectful manner, and ask the same for all of our listeners and
guests who call in to participate. None of us want to hear
Odinists calling Creators names, or vice-versa. For all of us,
our shared blood is the most important thing.
All of us love our people. All of us are searching for is the
Divine Truth. Let’s show that love for our people by searching for that truth together, and encourage one another. Remember, we are family.
We encourage you to call in, and discuss your organization’s upcoming activism, meetings, rallies, protests, or projects. Share with us your ideas, your concerns, and your feelings on how we can work together to secure the existence of
our people, and a future for White children. We all can improve. We all must improve. At Divine Truth Ministries radio, our goal is to help make the best, better. Thank you for
marching with us towards victory!
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DIVINE TRUTH MINISTRIES/NATION OF TRUE ISRAEL
The Divine Truth Ministries/Nation of True Israel is a Christian Identity based White Nationalist organization
formed out of the need for an Honorable, Noble, and Righteous vehicle for White Christian men to use in forwarding the
cause of Yahweh's Kingdom here on Earth, and HIS people while we await its coming. Hasten the day!

MEMBERSHIP ELIGIBILITY
1. Membership in the Divine Truth Ministries/Nation of True Israel shall be reserved to heterosexual Whites (of solely
European ancestry).

2. Those who have been in interracial or homosexual relationships of a sexual nature are INELIGIBLE for membership,
without exception.

3. Those who have been convicted of sexual crimes are INELIGIBLE for membership, without exception.

4. Those who are users of illegal drugs or actively addicted to prescription, illegal drugs or alcohol are INELIGIBLE for
membership, without exception.

5. Those who have NONWHITE dependents are INELIGIBLE for membership, without exception.

Please contact us for a membership application!
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April 23rd, 2016, in Stone Mountain, Georgia
Come and stand up for our heritage, history, and
people!
Major Pro-White Concert to follow the rally in a secure indoor music venue.
This will be a family friendly event.
To find out more, check out #rockstonemountain
on facebook or e-mail roper_billy@yahoo.com.
*Divine Truth Ministries is a proud supporter/backer of #rockstonemountain
THE DIVINE TRUTH #2
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My Current Humble Opinion On Unity
By Sara, WAU-USA
http://www.wau14.com
wau_wi@yahoo.com
Unity is such a popular subject within this movement. Everyone screams “We must have Unity to win this fight”,
“We must come stand side by side united against the enemy” or my favorite, “No more Brother wars”. While each of
these has valid points, what most people are saying is “You must do exactly what I do now or you are causing discontent”.
This is why I don’t believe I will see Unity in my time, just as someone as great as Robert Matthews did not see it in his.
Egos, no matter how seemingly positive, get in the way. Is all lost then? Of course not. You as a person matter in this
Cause. Do what you think is best for your situation and to further your people, even if you stand alone. Find someone that
is willing to stand with you and do the same thing. Now you have the beginning of a ripple effect that has the potential to
grow. And now the big thing, if you see someone else going forth with their idea of how to further the Cause, you have
two choices. Either join or support what they are doing or let them alone to do it. In no way do you have the right to tell
them “they are doing it wrong” or they must come under your group to do it. This is what causes the problems. If you
don’t agree with people, leave them alone. Do your thing and they do their thing. Suddenly things are being done for the
Cause, which is a win. As for me, I just continue to do what needs to be done. I work with who I want. If I don’t agree
with someone, I simply do my own thing. I ignore a lot of stuff so it’s easier to stay focused on what actually matters. In
the end, the truly important part is that you step up at every opportunity and do what needs to be done on a daily basis.

From the Chairman/Pastor’s desk:
I would like to take a moment and welcome the newest member of our Church and Political Arm member Mr. Billy Roper. Mr. Roper has been around the movement for many years and brings forth a wealth of knowledge and education that is
far reaching. His past history includes the formation and creation of W.A.R. as well as being a member and figure head for
the Knights Party Inc. out of Harrison Ar. It is truly an honor and privilege to have him within our ranks. He is going to
be handling the Publications and Propaganda for us and please give him a warm welcome. The following are the names
and ranks of the Council Members and their respective positions.
Chairman/Senior Pastor: General Paul R. Mullet
Minister of Communications: General Charles Alsabrook
Minister of Publications/Propaganda: General Billy Roper
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Divine Truth Ministries is a Dual-Seedline Christian Identity Theo-Political Ministry dedicated to spreading
the message of YAHWEH to his people, and uniting them, the lost sheep of Israel.
The Divine Truth Ministries spreads the message of Truth and Hope for the Aryan People of the World. The
whole thrust of the DTM is not just to be an organization but aims to be an organism, a structure for our Racial Kindred,
and a force that will NEVER stop fighting for the survival and advancement of our Race. We are setting the foundation
stone for all Christian Identity, just as Yahweh commands us to build our house upon the rock. A solid foundation insures
that our faith never falls. A united racial unit to establish a National and International Aryan cohesive unit for the reproduction of our Race.
To massively re-educate our racial kindred, (To deprogram) and reinstall our Racial culture, heritage, pride and destiny of our White Race.
To establish a STATE representing the voice and the will of the Aryan peoples of the world. Separated from ALL
NON-WHITES!
We the remnant of our Racial Aryan Nation, who have NOT and WILL NOT bow down to the Jewish, mongrelized population do hereby seek a State assembly to HOIST THE FLAG OF OUR RACIAL ARYAN NATION, and
commence a great Aryan Racial Regeneration. To separate ourselves wholly from that which is trying to place our Race on
the most endangered species list.
To bring YAHWEH back with Christian Identity, White Nationalism and National Socialism to our People. Bring
our pride and dignity back to its rightful place on this world.

That for which we fight is to safeguard, secure and defend our existence and a future for White Children. To establish a new Republic of the United Aryan States, for our racial brothers and sisters in the current Mongrelized United
States of America and around the World.
Failure is NOT an option, total VICTORY is our goal!
A small message to those who are behind the wire. I have not forgotten you. We had to do a restructuring of the
Church as the name we once used was walked upon and tainted by those who did nothing but destroy the good name of
Pastor Butler’s work. With the inevitable “retirement” of one who sought only disinformation and destruction there are
many of you out there that have no place to call home. Once again I would like to offer you a place to call home, and a
place that will continue to provide information and publications to you the faithful servants of Yahweh.
The message has always been clear, it is what Yahweh wants and demands of HIS people. We will continue to
spread the message and we know that with this new Church we will be able to get the message of Yahweh into the prisons
and into your hands. Our mission is the same, the name is Different. No one can say well I am the real Church, because
this is a NEW CHURCH and it is only run out of Ohio. Our hopes are that you will see the Divine Truth as we have always tried to have you see. The Divine Truth is here and you have the right to hear it, because you have continued in your
faith of Yahweh and we will continue to show you the respect that you are owed. You have given the ultimate sacrifice
and we will not leave you to the lions, as some have in the past. Our information is true and just. You will be provided
with the material, and you will need to research it yourself to find out who is telling you the truth.
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Divine Truth Ministries
PO Box 464
Bainbridge Ohio 45612
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